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Restaurant Tomo 

"Hearty Oriental Fare"

Lyon's Restaurant Tomo is an ideal fix if you are craving authentic

Japanese in the French heartland. Run by a Japanese-origin couple who

have made Lyon their home for quite a few years, Tomo offers an elegant

yet a relaxed ambiance to devour classic Japanese grub like savory

sashimi, grilled duck, miso soups and eel sushi, among other inviting

preparations. Accompanying its legendary oriental eats is an exciting

selection of sake, soju and other specialty wines. Tomo's second space

proffers a modern atmosphere to enjoy exquisite French chow if you are

not in a mood to explore the distinct flavors of the island nation.

 +33 4 7841 8460  restaurant-

tomo.fr/en/home.php

 contact@restaurant-

tomo.fr

 7 Rue Pierre Corneille, Lyon
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KUMA Izakaya 

"Delectable Sake and Udon Await"

A gastronomical hot-spot specializing in authentic Japanese and sake,

KUMA Izakaya takes you back to a typical izakaya (French bistro) in the

heart of the island nation. With its relaxed, laid-back atmosphere, it serves

a convivial spot to enjoy traditional Japanese with friends, family or

special someone. Peruse its extensive menu and savor oriental staples

like the chicken tonkatsu, teriyaki chicken, grilled gyoza (dumplings) and

the legendary ramen noodles.

 +33 4 7274 1312  www.kumarestaurant.com

/

 kuma.izakaya@gmail.com  93 Rue Masséna, Lyon
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Wasabi 

"Delicious and Authentic Japanese"

If you feel like taking a break from the local French cuisine, visit Wasabi to

try out their incredible Japanese delicacies. Known for their traditional like

Miso Soup, Umi skewers as well as their extensive list of sushi and sashimi

options, Wasabi is one of the most popular Japanese restaurants in town.

Unlike many other restaurants where you have to make do with wine, here

you can sip on a glass of sake while you dine! The cozy restaurant, with its

eclectic decor and children's menu is perfect for both dinner dates and

family meals.

 +33 4 3728 0877  wasabilyon.fr/  76 rue d'Anvers, Lyon
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